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Keep Me!
Refer to this handy directory whenever you next need 
creative inspiration or guidance on staying the right 
side of the law when using visual media.

You’ll find niche and general stock agencies, artist reps, 
production companies, and innovative search tools, all 
indexed by subject and media types at the end.



visualconnections.com/directory
Discover even more stock agencies, artist reps and 
production companies in our online directory.

visualconnections.com/blog
Tune into our blog for news, interviews, insights and 
tips  for visual media buyers and commissioners.

visualconnections.com/linkedin
Connect with 1,500 other visual media  
professionals in our LinkedIn Group.

twitter.com/visualconnects
Follow news and blog updates on Twitter. 
@visualconnects | #VisualConnections

instagram.com/visualconnections
Follow events and takeovers on Instagram. 
@visualconnections | #VisualConnections

in

  Ways to 
Connect 
   Online



Up to date industry news, 
insightful interviews and insights 
from leaders in sourcing, licensing 
and commissioning visual media.

  Ways to 
Connect 
   Online

directory

blog

Search our directory of specialist 
and general stock agencies, editorial 
archives, artist reps, photographers, 
production companies, rights 
clearance specialists, and more.
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COPYRIGHT
Copyright law gives copyright owners exclusive rights (with some limited exceptions) to 
control the use of their work for a limited period of time (see below). They can decide 
if and when to obtain commercial gain from their work by licensing any or all of these 
rights on an exclusive or non-exclusive basis:

Who is the copyright owner?
In most cases the copyright owner is the person who created the work, i.e. the photogra-
pher. However if the creator was employed to create the work as an employee or as a work 
for hire, the employer is the copyright owner. Any copyright owner may transfer all of 
their rights to another person or company, who becomes the new copyright owner.

What images are in the public domain or available  
for public use?
• Any work created by the US government.
• Any work by US author first published or registered with the US Copyright Office 

more than 95 years ago.
• Published US works that fell into the public domain for failure to comply with 

formalities in place at the time such as notice and renewal registrations.
• Any image explicitly transferred for broad public use by its author under a type of 

Creative Commons license or the like.

Image Buying: 
The Essentials

REPRODUCTION
the right to make copies

DISTRIBUTION
the right to sell or other-
wise distribute copies to 
the public

DISPLAY
the right to display 
the work publicly

PERFORM
the right to perform a 
motion picture or audio 
visual work publicly

DERIVATIVE WORKS
the right to create  
adaptations

How long does copyright protection last?
Unfortunately there isn’t a simple answer, but this table will help you 
determine if a particular US work may currently be in copyright:

For complete details of US copyright duration, refer to Circulars 
published by the Copyright Office (www.copyright.gov) or the Cornell 
University Copyright Information Center (bit.ly/copyrtt).

Copyright laws in other countries vary, but generally provide copyright 
protection for the life of the author plus 50–70 years.

*The work is only protected if formalities were observed: e.g. publication with notice was 
required until March 1989 and renewal registration of published works was required 
after 28 years until 1964. 



FAIR USE
The fair use doctrine under US copyright law provides a limited exception to the 
copyright owner’s exclusive rights and permits use of a copyrighted work without the 
copyright holder’s permission. Section 107 of the Copyright Act provides that repro-
duction “for purposes such as criticism, news reporting, teaching (including multiple 
copies for classroom use), scholarship, or research” is not an infringement of copyright 
subject to an analysis of factors. This is not an exhaustive list and is determined by the 
courts on a case by case basis. The doctrine of fair use aims to strike a balance between 
public interest and the rights of authors/artists. Whether unauthorized use is fair use or 
copyright infringement is determined by the courts on a case-by-case basis by analys-
ing four factors prescribed by the statute (see bit.ly/uscofu). Although not in the statute 
courts tend to find in favour of fair use if the second work does not replace the original 
work but adds something new, i.e. it transforms the original work and serves a different 
purpose and does not harm the market for the original work or derivatives. It can be a 
difficult doctrine to apply as the statute provides guidelines and not rules. 

For example, reviewing a photograph that is part of a gallery opening is an example of fair 
use. To merely illustrate the subject of a blog or article with an image is generally not a fair 
use and would require a license from the copyright owner or authorized representative.

ORPHAN WORKS
An orphan work is one where the copyright owner is either not known or, if known,  
not locatable.

Even if an owner cannot be identified or contacted, the image may be protected by copy-
right. If you use the image and the owner emerges, the owner may seek damages for the 
infringing use of the work.

Even without a credit, digital image and video files can contain textual information 
known as metadata, which may include the name of the copyright holder or his/her 
agent. If there is no credit with the image or in the metadata, you may need to engage a 
professional researcher or research service.

Useful online resources include:
• DMLA’s OrphanSearch service invites you to email an image to orphansearch@

digitalmedialicensing.org and DMLA will forward your enquiry to all its members 
and affiliated associations.

• The PLUS Registry (www.plusregistry.org) and US Copyright Office (cocatalog.loc.
gov) offer free online search tools.

• Google Image Search (images.google.com) lets you upload an image to find matches 
on the Web: click on the camera icon in the search box.

• TinEye (www.tineye.com) offers a similar search facility.

Any unlicensed use of an 
image under copyright 
risks a copyright claim: 
obtaining a license makes 
good business sense.

MacOS Finder, Windows 
Explorer, Photoshop, and 
many other programs have 
an option to show the 
‘Properties’ for any image 
on your computer. Look 
for a credit line, copyright 
notice or web address.

tips:
Publishing on the Internet 
is, for copyright purposes, 
equivalent to publishing 
in every country of the 
world, so obtaining a 
license to use an image 
is a sensible precaution if 
an image may still be in 
copyright under the laws 
of some county.

For more detail and links, visit our InfoZone at visualconnections.com/blog. Visual Connections accepts no liability for any 
inaccuracies in fact or interpretation in the information provided here, which does not constitute legal advice. 7



CATEGORIES OF USE

EDITORIAL USE
Editorial use is where the image is used to illustrate the content of a truthful article or 
news story of public interest, published in a newspaper, magazine, book, blog, documen-
tary, news broadcast or other form of publication. If the main focus of the work bears 
a reasonable relationship to the content of the article or broadcast, releases from the 
subject are generally not required, under state right of privacy and publicity law.

COMMERCIAL USE
Commercial use is where the image is used in connection with the sale or promotion of 
a product or service, or used in merchandise. Releases may be required for commercial 
use of identifiable persons and certain properties (see next section). However, merely 
because the product incorporating an image is sold, such as a magazine or an art print, 
does not mean the use is commercial and requires a release. Whether a use is commer-
cial is determined under state right of privacy and publicity law.

RELEASES

MODEL AND TALENT RELEASES
Any person who is identifiable in an image or video has certain rights to privacy with 
respect to the commercial use of that image, and permission must be sought before pub-
lication. A person may be identifiable by something other than their face, e.g. a distinc-
tive body part, hair style, tattoo, or clothing.

For professional actors permission typically comes in the form of a talent release. For 
professional models and members of the general public, permission comes in the form 
of a model release.

A stock model release typically permits unrestricted commercial use in return for a 
one-off payment (usually made by the photographer), but there are instances where the 
model or talent stipulates restrictions, such as no association with a political party or a 
controversial subject.

Professional photographers and videographers arrange model and talent releases as a mat-
ter of course. Amateurs rarely do, and unless they recorded contact details for the people 
depicted, you will not be able to obtain a model release, limiting your use to editorial.

PROPERTY RELEASES
Where a work depicts an identifiable object or design, permission may be required for 
commercial use and, in some instances, editorial use before publication. 

In the case of editorial use, if the work bears a reasonable relationship to the article or 
broadcast, property releases are generally not required for editorial use. If however the 



work prominently features a property that that has no real relationship to the content of 
the article or broadcast, a property release may be required.

If however the work features a copyrighted work, or prominently features a property 
that that has no reasonable relationship to the content of the article or broadcast, a 
property release may be required. While state rights of privacy and publicity only ap-
plies to people, not personal or real property, some objects depicted in an image may be 
protected by copyright, and in some instances trademark or trade dress rights will apply 
depending on the context of the use (see next section).

Copyrighted works
Where a work depicts a copyrighted work (e.g. a painting, sculpture, graffiti, distinctive 
tattoo or unique furniture*) the permission of the copyright owner (typically the artist) 
is generally required for editorial or commercial use. Architecture built in the US after 
March 1, 1989 is protected by copyright, but the law permits any use of an image of a 
US building taken from a public location. (However the building may have trademark 
protection.) The same is not true of buildings in France, where the architect’s permission 
must be sought.

In the case of editorial use, if a copyrighted work is shown without permission, but is 
directly relevant to the article or broadcast, it may be a fair use to depict the subject.

* Useful objects are not protected under US copyright law but some countries provide design protection  
for distinctive designs.

Trademarks
Where a work depicts a trademark or trade dress (distinctive packaging), registered or 
not, the permission of the trademark owner may be required for certain commercial 
uses. The key test is whether the presence of the property in the image or video might 
confuse or deceive the viewer as to the origin, sponsorship or association of the goods 
or services being promoted. Where the identifiable object or mark is peripheral to the 
main focus of the work, or part of a larger composition (e.g. a cityscape), permission is 
generally not required.

Trademarked properties include all company logos and distinctive trade dress, such 
as the McDonald’s golden arches, Coke bottle shape, Tiffany blue box color, top of the 
Fender guitar, or Volkswagen beetle car. Some landmark buildings owners have attempt-
ed to assert trademark rights in recognizable features, such as the columns of the NY 
Stock Exchange, the radio city neon lights, and the top of the Transamerica building.

Recognizable private property
Where a work depicts private property with attributes that make it recognizable as 
belonging to a particular person or company (such as a yacht with a legible name) the 
permission of the owner may be required for commercial use.

tip:
Introducing a motion or 
depth-of-field blur to an 
image or video can be a 
simple way of rendering 
unidentifiable people or 
properties in the work.

For more detail and links, visit our InfoZone at visualconnections.com/blog. Visual Connections accepts no liability for any 
inaccuracies in fact or interpretation in the information provided here, which does not constitute legal advice. 9



Rights of privacy only apply to persons, so most images of animals do not require 
releases. Where an image depicts an animal that is a recognized commercial character 
(e.g. Geico Gecko), the permission of the owner is required for commercial use based 
on trademark rights. 

LOCATION RELEASES
Photographing on private property requires the permission of the owner of the land or 
building. Even if photography or filming is permitted (say, in a museum), restrictions on 
commercial use of such photographs or videos may apply, requiring the owner’s explicit 
permission in the form of a location release (often termed a property release).

A work depicting real property taken from a public location does not generally require a 
location release, but one may be supplied for reassurance.

LICENSING MODELS
Licenses are an agreement between the copyright owner, or his/her representative, 
and you. There are two principal licensing models: rights managed, where a license is 
granted for a defined use, and royalty free, where a license is granted for a broad range 
of uses. There are also various free licensing models, of which Creative Commons is 
now the best established (for content).

RIGHTS MANAGED
The key characteristics of a rights managed license are:
1) The fee is determined by the details of the usage.
2) The usage is defined by a variety of parameters that may include image placement and 

size, publication medium, print run, duration, market sector, territories, and others.
3) The license restricts use to the pre-agreed usage parameters. If you need to use the work 

outside those parameters, you must purchase an additional license. 

Most rights managed content is available for licensing for exclusive or non-exclusive 
use, limited to, for example, a specified industry, territory or time period. A licensor will 
typically charge a premium for exclusive use to cover the value of sales potentially lost.

A rights managed license for commercial use will typically include model or property 
releases applicable to the work, but you are still required to determine if the releases are 
adequate for your use.

ROYALTY FREE
The key characteristics of a royalty free license are:
1) A one-time fee covers multiple uses in multiple projects for an unlimited period  

 of time.

tip: 
It can be difficult to antici-
pate exactly what the usage 
parameters will be for a 
project: underestimate and 
you will end up having to 
buy an additional license, 
which may not have been 
budgeted for; overestimate 
and you may pay more 
than you could have. It is 
therefore good practice to 
get quotes at the outset for 
add-on licenses that you 
may require later, much like 
you ask a printer to quote 
a run-on or re-print cost 
when you are unsure how 
many copies you will need.



2) The fee is determined by relatively few parameters, typically only the file size. Some 
licensors offer a choice of licenses at different price points, each covering a different 
bundle of uses.

3) The range of acceptable uses is broadly defined by the licensor in advance advance 
but restrictions still apply so you must read the permitted and unpermitted uses.

4) The license may not be transferred to another person or company.
5) The license is always non-exclusive.

Microstock is a variety of royalty free, so called because of the low prices charged. The 
least expensive (‘standard’) licenses typically include restrictions on print runs and use in 
retail merchandise. A variety of more expensive ‘extended’ licenses with lesser restric-
tions are usually offered as well.

Subscription is a bulk licensing agreement that covers multiple images for a monthly or 
annual payment. The subscription agreement typically specifies:
• The permitted range of uses;
• The maximum number of works that may be downloaded during a period  

of time;
• The number of users who may download and use works. A standard license is 

typically single user with the option to add additional seat licenses.

CREATIVE COMMONS
Creative Commons is a very broad license that requires no payment, but typically 
requires attribution and may exclude commercial use. It may also forbid alteration (so 
no retouching or compositing). An owner of a work can select from a variety of licenses 
offered by Creative Commons so you must review the license restrictions to determine if 
the work is appropriate for your project.

Acknowledgements
Visual Connections would like to thank the DMLA legal committee, and Nancy Wolff,  
DMLA Counsel, for their assistance in writing this article.

Always read the small print 
in the license terms and 
conditions. Look out for:

> Usage exclusions, such as 
merchandise that is resold;

> Limits on print runs;

> Contextual exclusions, such 
as controversial, negative 
or derogatory uses;

> Additional permissions 
required: you may have to 
obtain model or property 
releases yourself.

The best royalty free works 
get used many times by 
many different users. 
Choosing one for a high 
profile marketing campaign 
may confuse your audience 
(“Where have I seen that 
image before?”), especially 
if a competitor uses the 
same image. It happens! 
Licensing a rights managed 
image on an exclusive basis 
can be a good investment.

For more detail and links, visit our InfoZone at visualconnections.com/blog. Visual Connections accepts no liability for any 
inaccuracies in fact or interpretation in the information provided here, which does not constitute legal advice. 11
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sheron@twensoft.com 
203 316 5500 

www.twensoft.com

20/20 Software provides multimedia software 
systems for image archives, museums, corporations, 

institutions and newspapers worldwide.
  

SW 
RF RM M S

 
800 685 3602 

stock.adobe.com

Adobe Stock offers over 100 million images, videos, 
templates, and 3D assets — all built right into your 

favorite Creative Cloud apps.
© SolisImages – 77446709 – stock.adobe.com

P I F 
RF M S

sue.lisk@afp.com 
202 414 0555 

www.afpforum.com

AFP offers access to an extensive video archive 
+ photo collections covering news, sports and 
entertainment, as well as production services.

© AFP PHOTO/Hector RETAMAL
P I F A 
RM S AC

enquiries@akg-images.co.uk 
+44 20 7610 6103 

www.akg-images.com

An iconographic collection of 10 million images 
showing culture, history, and fine art, through 

photography, engravings and illustrations.
© akg-images

P I 
RM
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P I 
RM

info@arsny.com 
212 420 9160 
www.arsny.com

Artists Rights Society (ARS) is the preeminent copyright, 
licensing, and monitoring organization for visual artists 
in the United States.
© 2016 Artists Rights Society (ARS), New York

P I 
RM

requests@artres.com 
888 505 8666 
www.artres.com

Art Resource is the largest photo archive of fine art 
in the world, with images from more than 6,000 
museums and monuments worldwide.
© The Art Institute of Chicago/Art Resource, NY

P D 
RM

ardea@ardea.com 
+44 20 8318 1401 
www.ardea.com

We offer amazing images of Mammals, Birds, Pets, 
Reptiles, Amphibians, Fish, Underwater Life, Insects, 
Flowers, Trees, Habitats & Landscapes.
© Henk Bogaard/Nature in Stock

P I D F 
RF RM

sales@alamy.com 
866 671 7305 
www.alamy.com

We’ve got the most diverse online collection of creative 
and editorial photography.

© Kenneth Kemp/Alamy Stock Photo
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nysales@bridgemanimages.com 
212 828 1238 

www.bridgemanimages.com

World’s leading source of art, culture and historical 
stills and footage. Search clips alongside stills to 

create a complete visual package.
© Diamond Shoal, 1905 (oil on canvas), Winslow Homer (1836-1910)/ 

Private Collection/Bridgeman Images

P I F 
RM

richard@britishpathe.com 
+44 20 7665 8343 

www.britishpathe.com

Spanning from 1896 to 1979, footage from around 
the globe of major events, famous faces, fashion 

trends, travel, science and culture.
© British Pathé

P F 
RM

collection@cnn.com 
866 462 4350 

www.cnn.com/collection

CNN Branded, B-roll & Archive video content in 
archival SD and HD quality. Research, licensing and 

production services available.

© CNN Collection
F 
RM S AC

joe@comealiveimages.com 
+45 42 57 27 57 

www.comealiveimages.com

Original Stock Gif Agency, licensing Gifs and 
Cinemagraphs (moving images) as stock, and 

creating custom Gifs for brands.
© gifgifachance

P I D F A 
RM S AC
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sales@criticalpast.com 
800 249 4430 
www.criticalpast.com

One of the world’s largest royalty-free archival sources. 
57,000 broadcast quality historic clips & millions of 
stills. Immediate downloads.
© CriticalPast

P F 
RF

joe@curatedartists.com 
347 836 3576 
curatedartists.com

We are a photographer and production agency for 
stills, motion, dynamic content, and music, servicing 
brands, ad agencies & design firms WW.
© Curated Artists

P 
AC

danita@danitadelimont.com 
425 562 1543 
www.DanitaDelimont.com

Rights Managed and Royalty Free Stock Photography 
with Simplified Licensing options.

© Art Wolfe/DanitaDelimont.com
P F 

RF RM AC

DANITA 
DELIMONT
Stock Photography & Footage Agency
www.DanitaDelimont.com

sales@depositphotos.com 
954 990 0075 
www.depositphotos.com

Depositphotos is one of the world’s leading 
marketplaces for high-quality stock photographs, 
illustrations, videos and editorial images.
© 4pmphoto@gmail.com

P I D F 
RF M S
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sales@dissolve.com 
800 518 6748 

www.dissolve.com

Find your creative angle. Extraordinary stock footage 
by curated and exclusive contributors. Premium 

stock photography. Free research.
© Austin Straub for Dissolve Filmmaker

P F 
RF RM

cathy@digitalmedialicensing.org 
714 815 8427 

www.dmlasearch.com

The largest mega meta-search engine for licensable 
stock imagery on the planet. With over 162 million 

images, all searchable simultaneously.
© bestshot

P I D F A SW 
RF RM M S

info@estockphoto.com 
800 284 3399 

www.estockphoto.com

eStock Photo. Specializing in World Travel, 
Inspirational Outdoor Scenics, Lifestyle, Landmarks, 

Outdoor Adventure, Naturescapes, and more.
© Luigi Vaccarella/Sime/eStock Photo

P 
RF RM

ajrigney@everettcollection.com 
212 255 8610 x7122 

www.everettcollection.com

Everett Collection is an entertainment archive of 
film, TV, music and red carpet.  Also features a 

strong history & fine art collection.
Courtesy Everett Collection

P I 
RM
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hello@foap.com 
+48 692 458 170 
www.foap.com

Forget photo shoots and stock! Crowdsource high quality 
user-generated branded content from 2M photographers! 
Your brief, their talent. Real people, real results.
© Foap by keorawr

P 
RF RM S

paulal@footagebank.com 
310 313 0220 
www.footagebank.com

FootageBank is an independent rights-managed stock 
footage company specializing in diverse carefully 
curated contemporary HD and 4K footage.
© FootageBank

F 
RM

FootageBank 
 

amy@gadoimages.com 
925 239 8058 
www.gadoimages.com

Gado Images works with niche collections to bring 
unique archival and contemporary stills and footage 
to creatives worldwide.
© Gado Images from Stuart Lutz Collection

P I F A 
RF RM M AC

rylan@gallerystock.com 
646 787 9785 
www.gallerystock.com

Exceptional image licensing partner. Bespoke 
custom shoot opportunities. Rights-Managed and 
Royalty-Free images.
© Gallery Stock/Jay Kolsch

P I 
RF RM AC
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cathy@globalimageworks.com 
914 395 1952 

photos.globalimageworks.com

Archival & Contemporary, Lifestyle & Pop Culture, 
Global Conflict, Automotive, Scenic, Music, Politics & 

History and more...
© Don North/GIW Photos

P I 
RF RM

morgan@globalimageworks.com 
201 384 7715 

www.globalimageworks.com

Archival & Contemporary, 9/11, Travel Films, Global 
Conflict, Lifestyle & Culture, Politics & History, 

Transportation, Pop Culture, Music.
© Don North/GIW Photos

P F A 
RF RM AC

emily.frans@opry.com 
615 231 1518 

www.opry.com/archives

Photographs and footage featuring country 
music artists captured throughout the 90 year 

history of the Grand Ole Opry.
© Grand Ole Opry

P F 
RM

grangerinfo@granger.com 
212 447 1789 

www.granger.com

Granger specializes in the history of the 
world from before the Stone Age to the 

dawn of the Space Age and beyond.
© GRANGER

P I D 
RM
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gkaye@gdusa.com 
212 696 4380 
www.gdusa.com

The news source in print and online for 
graphic designers.

 

mark@historicfilms.com 
800 249 1940 
www.historicfilms.com

Over 50,000 hours of footage all logged and ready to 
roll into your production.

© Historic Films Archive, LLC
D F SN 

RM

sales@ikon-images.com 
+44 20 7442 2196 
www.ikon-images.com

Representing top illustrators in collage, pen & ink, CGI, 
and vector. A highly selective collection that is refreshingly 
unique and relevant.
© Roy Scott/Ikon Images

I D 
RM

stacey@illustrationweb.com 
646 808 0205 
www.illustrationweb.com

We represent a diverse range of award-winning illustrators 
and bring you the latest and most exciting styles.

© Sveta Dorosheva/illustrationweb.com
I A 
AC
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robert.lois@img.com 
212 774 4621 

www.imgreplay.com

IMG Replay manages, markets & distributes sports, 
entertainment and lifestyle footage along with 
archive programming from around the world.

© IMG Replay
F 
RM

info@lolaclips.com 
+44 7702 654 455  US 818 388 4823 

www.lolaclips.com

Boutique footage agency. Specialist  
collections include 4K, 35mm, Aerial Drone,  

Fails, UGC and more.
© LOLA Clips

F 
RM

info@lookandlearn.com 
+44 20 7723 7732 

www.lookandlearn.com

One of the world’s largest and most unusual collections 
of historical pictures and vintage imagery.  Simple 

pricing and immediate downloads.
© Look and Learn

P I 
RM

sales@mapresources.com 
800 334 4291 

www.mapresources.com

Fully layered AI vector maps that work with Adobe 
Illustrator. Exceptional quality and well organized 

for complete editing control.
© Map Resources

I 
RF
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pictures@maryevans.com 
+44 20 8318 0034 
www.maryevans.com

The UK’s leading specialist historical image source 
offering centuries of inspiration from some of the 
world’s greatest collections.
© Antiquarian Images

P I 
RM

fran@medicalimages.com 
800 542 3686 x230 
www.medicalimages.com

Medical, Science, Healthcare stock photography & 
illustrations. Formerly Phototake.

© Medical Images/Yorgos Nikas
P I 

RF RM

   medical images

mfaimages@mfa.org 
617 369 4338 
www.mfa.org/collections/mfa-images

MFA Images is a leading source for fine art and 
imagery. Our vast archive contains renowned 
masterpieces and undiscovered treasures.
© Museum of Fine Arts, Boston

P D F 
RM

info@mindenpictures.com 
831 661 5551 
www.mindenpictures.com

Distinctive images of animals and earth: over half a 
million rights-protected images covering every aspect 
of the natural world.
© ZSSD Minden Pictures

P I 
RM
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sales@mptvimages.com 
818 997 8292 

www.mptvimages.com

For over 25 years we’ve been helping visually tell 
stories with one of the world’s most exclusive 

collections of entertainment photography.
© Sid Avery/mptvimages.com
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natgeocreative@natgeo.com 
202 791 2830 

www.natgeocreative.com

Featuring the work of of award winning 
photographers and videographers, this collection 

spans National Geographic’s over 125-year history.
© AMI VITALE/NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC CREATIVE
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footage@nbcuni.com 
855 NBC VIDEO 

www.nbcuniversalarchives.com

One of the world’s largest broadcast libraries, NBC 
News Archives is a window to 70 years of people, 

places and events that shape our world.
© NBCUniversal Archives
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sales@newscom.com 
801 584 3900 

www.newscom.com

Newscom offers customers one-stop access to 
multimedia content from more than 200 of the 

world’s foremost publishers and content creators.
© Nicolas Liponne/NurPhoto/Sipa US/Newscom
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bsmith@newshour.org 
703 998 3282 
www.newshourproductions.org

NewsHour Productions offers archival footage and 
produces special projects, documentaries and civic forums.

© NewsHour Productions LLC
F 

RM AC

r.milewski@nfb.ca 
514 496 9470 
www.nfb.ca/images

NFB Archives features contemporary HD and up to 4K 
and pristinely preserved footage from 1896 onward.

© National Film Board of Canada
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mail@northwindpictures.com 
800 952 0703 
www.northwindpictures.com

History specialists — events, portraits, discovery, 
historic sites, reenactments — as illustrations, 
photography, animation and video.
© North Wind Picture Archives
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North Wind
PICTURE ARCHIVES

bill@nowanthen.com 
610 260 0200 
nowanthen.com

NowAnThen is a new social media platform 
where you can create, share, and discover 
timelines of photos!
© NowAnThen
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josiane@pichastock.com 
240 997 8028 

www.pichastock.com

PICHA, is a collection of contemporary and 
stunning images of Africa. PICHA offer curated 

royalty-free images.
© Mohamed Aligab
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olya.evanitsky@picturemaxx.com 
917 374 5374 

www.my-picturemaxx.com

picturemaxx is the world’s largest network of 
professional content portals, empowering users to 

efficiently find and purchase media files.
P I D F SN SW 
RF RM M S AC

newyork@plainpicture.com 
646 561 8529 

www.plainpicture.com

plainpicture stands for authentic, experimental and 
unusual imagery.

© p1363m1462816/plainpicture/Valery Skurydin
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rob@bacall.com 
917 763 6554 

www.bacall.com

Bacall Reps offers assignment and commissioned 
photographers as well as stock from those 

individuals that we currently represent.
© Ronald Nelson
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info@screenocean.com 
+44 1954 262 052 
www.screenocean.com

Screenocean provides unparalleled access to unique 
and quality content from around the world, captured 
from 1896 to the present day.
© Cover Images/Screenocean
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support@shutterstock.com 
866 663 3954 
www.shutterstock.com

Shutterstock is a leading global provider of high-quality 
licensed images, videos, and music to businesses and 
media organizations worldwide.
© Brocreative/Shutterstock
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piclib@sothebys.com 
+ 44 20 7293 5383 
sothebys.com/cecilbeatonarchive

Compelling imagery from the fine and decorative 
arts and beyond including the exclusive Cecil Beaton 
Studio Archive.
© The Cecil Beaton Studio Archive at Sotheby’s
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info@stevensklifas.com 
+61 417 513 517 
www.stevensklifas.com

Steven Sklifas is the leading Mediterranean Heritage 
Photographer renowned for capturing compelling 
stock, editorial and assignment images.
© Steven Sklifas

P 
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yourfriends@superstock.com 
800 828 4545 

www.superstock.com

Photographer-owned and operated, SuperStock 
is committed to delivering the most compelling 
content for publishing, advertising and design.

© Seth Resnick/SuperStock
P I 
RF RM S

SUPERSTOCKS

stock_sales@wgbh.org 
617 300 3939 

www.wgbhstocksales.org

WGBH, the leading public television producer, 
licenses unique footage, web content, animation, 

and text from over 50 years of programming.
© WGBH Educational Foundation
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bill@wonderfulmachine.com 
610 260 0200 

wonderfulmachine.com

Wonderful Machine is a production company with 
a network of 700 photographers around the world.

© Scott Slusher
P 
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dparadiso@mpimedia.com 
800 323 0442 

www.wpafilmlibrary.com

A leading stock footage provider supplying high-
quality footage on topics as diverse as history, pop 

culture, politics, Americana, and more.
© WPA FILM LIBRARY
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Forget Photo Shoots and Stock Photography
Outsource your visual brand story to 2M freelance creatives

www.foap.com



Organizations & Partners

ACSIL www.acsil.org

ACSIL is a trade association representing the interests of the stock 
footage community. Our members are the world’s leading providers 
of news, stock and archival footage. ACSIL has long been sponsoring 
footage initiatives including gathering data on the global stock 
footage market, sponsoring events, leading panel discussions around 
new licensing paradigms and monitoring shifts in domestic and 
international copyright law. ACSIL is the intersection between the 
production community and the content owners, a one-stop resource 
for stock footage information.

ASPP www.aspp.com

ASPP is a community of image experts committed to sharing 
our experience, knowledge, and expertise. Our five chapters 
produce a rich variety of events and networking opportunities 
for its members — the creators, editors, buyers, and publishers of 
imagery who collaborate throughout the image industry. This fall, 
ASPP will debut its first web-based digital magazine, The PICTURE 
PROFESSIONAL, after decades of publishing a print version of the 
publication. This web magazine will continue its tradition of in-depth 
photography portfolios, articles, guest columns, book reviews and 
member features. Advertising on the site will be seen by buyers, 
editors, researchers, agents, photographers, and publishers — large 
and small.

DMLA www.digitalmedialicensing.org

For over 60 year the Digital Media Licensing Association (DMLA), 
formerly known as PACA, has developed business standards, 
promoted ethical business practices and actively advocated copyright 
protection on behalf of its members. In this era of continuous 
change, DMLA continues to advocate for rights; educate and inform 



our members on issues including technology, tools and changes in 
the marketplace; and connect our members through our webinars 
and our annual conference, and by bringing together buyers and 
sellers with DMLAsearch. As the industry has evolved, so have we, 
and we now represent all aspects of visual content. 

GDUSA www.gdusa.com

Graphic Design USA—GDUSA has been the business-to-business 
magazine for graphic designers since 1963. In addition to the regular 
mix of news, people, projects, ideas, and commentary, GDUSA 
presents several national design award competitions for excellence 
in Graphic Design, Package Design, Web Design, Inhouse Design and 
Healthcare Design.

WORKBOOK www.workbook.com

Workbook, in print and online, is the leading marketing resource 
for commercial photographers and illustrators. For four decades, 
Workbook has helped top artists connect with the creatives who hire 
them while providing expertise to the industry at large.
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GET CREATIVE 
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